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The dynamics of tunneling into self-assembled InAs dots
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Using frequency-dependent capacitance spectroscopy, the dynamics of tunneling into arrays of
self-assembled InAs quantum dots is investigated with respect to sample geometry, Coulomb
interaction, and magnetic field. An equivalent resistance-capacitance circuit is derived which allows
us to determine the tunneling times for each state of the dots. The different tunneling times for
different many-particle states are explained by a reduced tunneling barrier and Coulomb interaction.
A magnetic field applied perpendicular to the tunneling direction results in a strong suppression of
the charging signal, which is attributed to enhanced localization caused by the magnetic field.
Calculations for three-dimensional to zero-dimensional magnetotunneling can account for the
experimental data. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!01217-6#
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Recently, self-assembled strained islands have attra
particular attention as they provide for well-define
nanometer-size quantum dots with sizes in the 10 nm ran1

These systems are of great interest, not only for studying
basic properties of man-made ‘‘artificial atoms,’’ but al
because of possible device applications. Using capacita
and far-infrared spectroscopy, the many-particle grou
states and the excitations of the dots have been previo
investigated in detail2–4 as well as the optical properties o
these promising candidates for improved laser design.5

Here, we investigate the dynamics of tunneling from
three-dimensional back contact into ensembles of s
assembled InAs quantum dots by frequency-dependent
pacitance spectroscopy. Apart from the influence of the t
neling barrier thickness, we investigate here the influence
Coulomb blockade, magnetic fields, and temperature.
investigations show that by suitable sample design the
neling time can be adjusted in a wide range which promi
technical applications ranging from charge storage to
trafast switching.

The samples are grown by molecular beam epitaxy,
ing the Stranski–Krastanow growth to create the s
assembled InAs quantum dots. From atomic force mic
graphs of similarly grown samples, we estimate the In
dots to be approximately 20 nm in diameter and 6 nm
height. The dots are embedded into a suitably desig
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure3,6 with a tunneling barrier of
thicknessd1 and a blocking barrier of thicknessd2 @Fig.
1~a!#. Using the simple lever arm argument,3 a voltageDV
applied between the gate and the back contact can be
verted approximately into an energy shift of the dots7 DE
5eDVd1 /(d11d2). The samples are provided with ohm
contacts and a semitransparent gate. The gate area i
mm2 and thus with typical dot densities of 1010/cm2, en-
sembles with approximately 23107 dots are probed. The

a!Electronic mail: Axel.Lorke@physik.uni-muenchen.de
b!Permanent address: Institute of Semiconductor Physics, 630090, No

birsk, Russia.
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capacitance–voltage (C–V) spectra are measured at 4.2
using a dual-phase lock-in amplifier.

As described in Refs. 2 and 3, the lowest and seco
lowest single electron states of the InAs quantum dots
doubly and fourfold degenerate, respectively. For the ma
particle states, this degeneracy is lifted by electron–elec
interactions, so that groups of charging peaks appear, wh
in analogy to atomic physics, are commonly labeleds andp
shell.

Figure 1~b! showsC–V traces of a structure withd1

540 nm andd25200 nm at frequencies from 2 up to 40
kHz at T54.2 K. At first glance, it can already be seen th
increasing the frequency affects the different states dif
ently: thes states are strong, thep states are weaker, and th
wetting layer is not affected at all in this frequency regim8

This can be explained qualitatively by the fact that an
crease in gate voltage results in a decrease of the tunne

si-

FIG. 1. ~a! Sketch of the conduction band edge along the growth direct
of the investigated sample.d1540 nm andd25200 nm.~b! Capacitance–
voltage (C–V) traces recorded at frequencies 2.3, 8.3, 13.8, 20.1, 33,
101, 200, and 400 kHz (T54.2 K!. The background capacitance betwe
the gate and the back contact has been subtracted.
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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barriers heights. A more qualitative analysis is given belo
Assuming sufficiently low temperature, we describe t

charge transfer between the dot layer and the back conta
a simple decay equation, with a decay tunneling timet

dnD

dt
52

eDDm

t
52S DnD2eDDf

t D . ~1!

Here,D is the density of states andnD is the charge density
in the dot layer. Its change in time~which is essentially the
current going into the dot layer! is proportional to the differ-
ence in electrochemical potential9 Dm between the back con
tact and the dot layer.Dm contains both a contribution from
Df, the potential drop between the back contact and the
layer, and fromDnD , the deviation from equilibrium of the
charge in the dot. We assume that the applied voltageU
5U01DUeivt induces a linear response in the sample. T
current response of the sample~which is proportional to the
measured capacitance signal! is given by I (t)5d/dt(nB

1nD). Using Eq.~1! and Gauss’ law a straightforward ca
culation allows to write the current as a function of sam
parameters:

I ~ t !5 ivDUeivtC2

C11Cq*

C11C21Cp*
~2!

with C15e0e/d1 , C25e0e/d2 , Cq* 5Cq /(11 ivt), Cq

5e2D.
This is equivalent to a passive resistance-capacita

~RC! circuit as shown in Fig. 2~a! with t5RCq . Note that
this circuit has not been proposedad hocbut has been de
rived from the balance of charge in the device. It differs
the additional ‘‘quantum capacitance’’Cq from the com-
monly used RC circuit~Ref. 6 and references therein!. The
averaged charging timet can be derived from fitting the
measured capacitances to the imaginary part of Eq.~2! @Fig.
2~b!#. For the present sample withd1540 nm andd25200
nm, we obtain for thes1 state a value of 496ms, and 268ms
for the s2 state. The different values oft for the different
states are a direct consequence of three-dimensional~3D! to
zero dimensional~0D! tunneling, because the underlyin
physical mechanism is the Coulomb blockade.

The tunneling process from the back contact into the
layer is modeled by sequential tunneling through a bar

FIG. 2. ~a! Equivalent RC circuit derived from the balance of charge. Fr
the commonly used RC circuit it differs by the ‘‘quantum capacitance’’Cq .
~b! Capacitance amplitude of boths1 ands2 state plotted against frequenc
and fitted according toI (t)5 ivDUeivtC2@(C11Cq* )/(C11C21Cq* )#. ~c!
The effect of Coulomb blockade on the tunneling barrier.
.
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with transmission coefficientT. In a first approximation, a
triangular barrier for the tunneling into thes1 state is as-
sumed. Then the tunneling coefficient in WKB approxim
tion is given byT25exp@24d1A2m* V/(3\)#.With the ef-
fective mass of GaAsm* 50.0069me , d1540 nm, andV
5180 meV as the height of the tunneling barrier deriv
from optical experiments, we obtain a value ofT259.3
310214. Although for a precise calculation of the tunnelin
time the simple triangular model is too crude,10 it is able to
explain the influence of the Coulumb blockade on the cha
ing time of the twos states. For this, it must be considere
how charge in the dot locally modifies the band structu
We assume the dot as a disk, homogeneously charged w
single electron and calculate its potential along the grow
direction. This potential adds to the triangular potential
shown in Fig. 2~c! ~ii ! with the result of lifting the dot levels
by the Coulomb blockade. With increasing gate voltage
one-electron ground state of the dot matches again with
Fermi energy and the dot is filled with the second elect
@Fig. 2~c! ~iii !#. Compared to the filling of thes1 state@Fig.
2~c! ~i!#, the tunneling barrier for thes2 state@Fig. 2~c! ~iii !#
is reduced. In WKB approximation, the transmission coe
cients are calculated and from that the relation between
tunneling times for the two states. From this calculation,
resulting charging time of thes2 state is reduced to 35% o
thes1 state compared to 52% obtained from the experime
evaluation. Given the exponential dependence of the tra
mission coefficient on bothd1 andV, we consider the agree
ment between theory and experiment satisfactory. ForVeff

5140 meV anddeff538 nm ~see below!, the calculated
charging time of thes2 state is reduced to 32% of thes1

state.
A variation of the length of the tunneling barrier, whic

can be easily done by the design of the structure, make
possible to tune the charging time of the dots to a we
defined value in the range from below a few hertz to so
gigahertz; already for samples withd1525 nm, we do not
observe any frequency dependence up to a megahertz.
thermore, with a ‘‘slow’’ tunneling process for the lowest~s
states! and a ‘‘fast’’ tunneling time for thep states, a suitably
applied electric pulse could raise the Fermi energy to
level of thep state before tunneling to thes state occurs. This
offers the possibility to populate thep state, while thes state
remains empty11 and thus to achieve population inversion.

A possibility to tune the tunneling timet in situ lies in
the application of a magnetic field perpendicular to the tu
neling path. Whereas it is known that this field orientati
only marginally influences the dots’ energy levels, it c
drastically alter the charging dynamics. From Fig. 3~a! it can
be seen that at fixed frequency, an increase inB field has
qualitatively the same effect on the shape of theC–V trace as
increasing the frequency in Fig. 1~b!. The experimentally
determined tunneling times for thes1 state are shown in Fig
3~b!. Magnetic field effects in tunneling were previous
considered for various semiconductor systems~e.g., Refs. 12
and references therein!. We use the approach proposed
Refs. 13 to calculate theB dependence oft. This method was
used before to describe tunneling into traps in t
semiconductor-dielectric system and in quantu
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wells.14 The probability of 3D–0D tunneling,W51/t, is
written as

W5
2p

\ (
a

u^CauVDotuC0&u2d~Ea2E0!, ~3!

whereC0 andE0 are the wave function localized in a qua
tum dot and its energy, respectively,Ca andEa are the wave
functions of electrons in the back contact and their energ
The wave functionsCa are calculated for the potentialw
~see inset in Fig. 3! and exponentially decay in the barrie
region. The wave functionC0 is strongly localized in the
quantum dot, so that neither the magnetic field nor the ex
shape ofw essentially changesC0. The wave functionsCa

in the back contact~which is treated as a bulk electro
plasma!, however, are strongly affected byB. To calculate
Ca , we use a quasi-classical approach15 and the vector po-
tential in the formA5(0,2B•z,0). Here (x,y) andz are the
in-plane and normal coordinates, respectively. The w
function of a quantum dot is modeled byC05x(z)
3(Ap l 0)21exp(2(x21y2)/(2l0

2)), where x(z) is the wave
function in a square quantum well of widthL54 nm and
depth 650 meV. The harmonic-oscillator function exp@2(x2

1y2)/(2l0
2)# describes the lateral motion in a quantum do3

The length l 05A\/(m* v0) with \v0550 meV.3 For the
Fermi energy in the back contact, we takeEF5100 meV
from a self-consistent modeling of the given layer structu
The best fit to the experiment assures forVeff5140 meV and
d1

eff538 nm. Figure 3~b! shows the calculated values ofW as
a function of the magnetic field compared to the experim
tal results. The valueVeff actually describes the effectiv
height of the tunneling barrier. It can be somewhat less t

FIG. 3. ~a! C–V traces with magnetic fields applied parallel to the sam
surface in 2T steps from 0 to 12T (T54.2 K, f 52.3 kHz!. ~b! Inverse
tunneling times for thes1 state at magnetic fields 0,2,4,6,8 T derived fro
the experiment~data points! compared to theoretical trace ofW(B) accord-
ing to Eq. ~3! with Veff5140 meV,d1

eff538 nm. The calculated traces fo
Veff5130 meV andVeff5150 meV are also shown~solid lines!. The inset
shows schematically the potentials used in the model for 3D–0D magn
tunneling.
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the value from the optical data~180 meV! because strain will
change the potential shape and result in an effectively lo
ered barrier height. The effective width of the barrierd1 can
be less than 40 nm at nonzero voltageVgate. Thus, there is a
qualitative agreement between theory and experiment.

In the low temperature regime, we observe only a mo
erate temperature dependence, e.g., decreasing the tem
ture from 4 K to 30 mKonly enhances the tunneling time b
a factor of 1.6. This justifies theT50 K quantum mechani-
cal treatment above.

In conclusion, we have shown that both a variation
the sample geometry and the application of a magnetic fi
can be used to tune the charging dynamics into s
assembled InAs quantum dots in a wide range, which pro
ises attractive implementations in both nanoscale physics
possible single electron devices.16
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